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Using Single Hotkey to Control Brightness on Notebook 
Abstract: 
 Limited Hotkey function support due to there are no enough function keys between 
F1 and F12 on keyboard. 
 
 Platform designer can re-design keyboard layout to provide more hotkey space, but 
it causes cost up. 
 
 Embedded controller (EC) has capability to identify the behavior when brightness 
hotkey is pressed or hold down within a debounce time.  
 
 When brightness hotkey is pressed and then release within a debounce time, this 
hotkey event is set as brightness up. 
 
 When brightness hotkey is kept press within a debounce time, this hotkey event is 
set as brightness down. 
 
 Depend on the brightness hotkey pressed behavior that identified by EC, EC can 
issue scan code, SMI or ACPI Query event to BIOS to issue brightness event to 
ACPI OS.  
 
 Note: This brightness hotkey debounce time can be set up in BIOS setup menu. 
 
Design Construction: 
 HW: The printing of Brightness Hotkey on Keyboard needs to re-design. 
 SW: No SW need 
 BIOS/EC: EC checks the brightness hotkey pressed within a debounce time and 
informs BIOS to notify Brightness Up/Down event to ACPI OS. 
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< Block Flow Diagram > 
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< Flow Chart > 
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 Business Strategy/Advantages 
1. Combine brightness up and brightness down 2 hotkeys into 1 hotkey without re-
design keyboard layout. 
2. Firmware solution to use single hotkey to support brightness up/down function. 
3. Platform can support one more hotkey function without causing cost up.  
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